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Abstract 
Many areas of academic and industrial work make use of the notion of a ‘technology’.  This paper attempts 
to reduce the ambiguity around the definition of what constitutes a ‘technology’ by extension of a method 
described previously that finds highly relevant patent sets for specified technological fields. The method 
relies on a less ambiguous definition that includes both a functional component and a component consisting 
of the underlying knowledge in a technological field to form a two-component definition. These two 
components form a useful definition of a technology that allows for objective, repeatable and thus 
comparable analysis of specific technologies.   28 technological domains are investigated: the extension of 
an earlier technique is shown to be capable of finding highly relevant and complete patent sets for each of 
the technologies. Overall, about 500,000 patents from 1976 to 2012 are classified into these 28 domains. 
The patents in each of these sets are not only highly relevant to the domain of interest but there are 
relatively low numbers of patents classified into any two of these domains (total patents classified in 2 
domains are 2.9% of the total patents and the great majority of patent class pairs have zero overlap with a 
few of the 378 patent class pairs containing the bulk of the doubly listed patents). On the other hand, the 
patents within a given domain cite patents in other domains about 90% of the time. These results suggest 
that technology can be usefully decomposed to distinct units but that the inventions in these relatively 
tightly contained units depend upon widely spread additional knowledge. 
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Introduction 
There are many applications in academic and industrial settings where studying a specific ‘technology’ is 
useful (Pavitt, 1984).  For example, there has been much recent interest in how specific renewable energy 
technologies have been adopted in comparison to one another (Jacobsson and Johnson, 2000;Neij, 1997).  
Other studies have looked at variation of R&D spending across several technologies (Levin, 1988). 
Moreover, the concept of “a technology” and “an industry” are often if not usually conflated. Cokburn and 
Griliches (1987) mention this challenge when they describe their attempts to categorize industries for their 
study on patent valuations  
 
‘An industry in this sense is quite clearly defined at the conceptual level, but (as usual) is difficult to define 
in practice’ 
 
Choi and Hwang (2013) also describe the need for an unambiguous and less time-consuming method for 
selecting of a set of inventions that describe a particular technological field. 
 
‘Regarding the limitations of this research, all the patents within the fields of interest could not be collected 
due to the ambiguous boundaries between technical fields. Also, most technical fields, not only those of 
LED and wireless broadband, have a vast amount of patents, taking a great deal of time and manpower to 
extract and refine processes of patent data. In this research, the target field was therefore narrowed down 
for analysis thanks to consultation with experts.’ (Choi and Hwang, 2013) 
 
 Others are concerned about how the rate of technical improvement changes for a specific technology 
[Benson and Magee, 2014, Benson, 2014].  Business leaders are often searching for specific ‘technologies’ 
for investment or how they relate to a competitive analysis (Utterback and Acee, 2005; Bower and 
Christensen, 1995).    We refer to these and other types of analysis of technologies as the field of 
‘technological research.’   
 
These examples use the term ‘technology’ in many different ways with varying levels of specificity.  There 
may be cases where it is beneficial to link the different analyses of the technologies, for example, Benson 
and Magee (2014) related the technical improvement rates of a ‘technology’ with the patents that represent 
that ‘technology.’ 
 
Technological cross-analysis requires an objective and consistent definition of what constitutes a 
technology.  Additionally, flexibility in the definition is necessary because 1) some “technologies” can be 
sub-categories of other “technologies” and 2) the wide range of purposes for studies where the unit of 
analysis is a ‘technology’.  Thus, an ideal taxonomic structure for technology should place emphasis on 
specificity, repeatability and flexibility across many different types of analyses. One auspicious starting 
point for such a structure is to utilize a two-part definition for specific technologies. 
 
Many widely used taxonomic structures include definitions that consist of two components: form and 
function in a product, form and structure in a piece of literature or a society (from an ethnographers point of 
view), form and content in art, or prescriptive and descriptive grammar.  In all of these definitions, one 
component takes a top-down ‘functional’ view of the subject, and the other component consists of a 
bottom-up ‘compositional’ approach.  The following section will describe a number of previous attempts at 
defining technology from both top-down and bottom-up approaches. 
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Background 
Functional Definition of a Technology (Top-Down) 
One of the least repeatable and generalizable aspects of technological research is the selection of 
the unit of analysis, a problem that was explored in Magee et al (2014).  Many different units of analysis 
are used in technological research and are shown on a continuum in Figure 1.  Some studies have examined 
specific inventions at specific times, such as Nelson’s (1962 or Riordan and Hoddeson’s (1997) study of 
the invention of the transistor. Similarly, Tushman and Anderson's (1986) list of technological 
discontinuities or Girifalco's (1991) list of innovations since the 18th century attempt to focus on singular 
inventions.  Others, such as Solow (1956), have studied technology as a single integrated unit, in an attempt 
to explain economic growth that is not caused by additional labor or capital. More commonly, researchers 
attempt to study specific technological fields as was mentioned previously.  Studying technologies at this 
intermediary level mitigates the subjectivity and lack of breadth inherent in selecting individual inventions, 
while allowing for greater specificity and deeper analysis than when studying all of technology at once. 
 
 
Fig 1:  Range of technological unit of analysis in technological change research and a technological 
domain as used in this paper. 
 
There is still much ambiguity in the intermediate unit of analysis  “technological field.” Arthur 
(2007) posited that any technology has two main elements.  The first element is that any technology is 'a 
means to fulfill a human purpose.'  Examples of purposes he notes include 'to power an aircraft', or 'to 
sequence a DNA sample,' or to 'generate electricity.'  Arthur’s second element of technology is that it must 
take advantage of a particular effect or phenomenon.  This effect could be something like the conversion of 
light to electrons through the photoelectric effect, or the mathematical principles that govern radio waves; 
the effects do not necessarily need to be physical, they can be scientifically, mathematically, or even 
socially based. Thus Arthur's definition of a technology is: 
 
'a technology is a means to fulfill a purpose, and it does this by exploiting some effect.' (Arthur, 
2007) 
 
Earlier, Dosi (1982) presented a similar definition that incorporates the different embodiments of 
knowledge that are represented by a technology. 
 
Let us define technology as a set of pieces of knowledge both directly 'practical'  (related to 
concrete problems and devices) and 'theoretical' (but practically applicable although no necessarily 
already applied) know-how, methods, procedures, experience of successes and failures and also of course 
physical devices and equipment. (Dosi, 1982). 
 
Dosi's definition of technology includes the practical knowledge that is related to the domain 
which is often embodied as patents, theoretical knowledge that is associated, but not necessarily used yet 
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which can be things such as scientific articles and finally the specific artifacts that represent the technology 
which are often the end products or enabling tools used to make the products.  
 
In Magee et al (2014), many of the underlying concepts behind Dosi and Arthur's definitions are 
maintained, while the definition of technology is further modified to move closer to the goal of a specific, 
repeatable and flexible denotation.  First, due to the significant and different uses of the term 'technology', 
the term used in both that and this paper is Technological Domain (TD), which provides clear 
differentiation from the other uses of the term 'technology'.   
 
A technological domain can be defined as:  The set of artifacts that fulfill a specific generic 
function utilizing a particular, recognizable body of knowledge. (Magee et al, 2014) 
 
This definition is more specific in terms of the set of artifacts (which includes systems, processes 
and algorithms as well as devices) than Arthur's use of the term 'means.'  Additionally, the term purpose is 
less ambiguous when it is described as a specific generic function. The precision in this term provides more 
clarity about the relationship between a domain and their performance characteristics and links the 
technological domain to its economic purpose.  Finally, the term 'some effect' has been replaced by 'a 
particular, recognizable body of knowledge,' in an attempt to more closely link the technological domain 
with the underlying knowledge that it is based upon and reduced uncertainty about unknown effects that are 
not yet considered 'knowledge' that may crosscut several technological domains.  
 
It is also important to note the areas in which this definition is intentionally non-specific.  The two 
terms to take notice of are the 'set of artifacts..' and '...a recognizable body of knowledge.'  These two terms 
allow for a technological domain to be as broad as 'semiconductors' or as narrow as 'industrial 
stereolithography 3D printers'.  The fact that this definition does not require a certain level of specificity 
makes it more flexible and able to represent a large set of potential technologies.  Another benefit of this 
flexibility is that it is likely impossible to create a specific set of technological domains that uniquely map 
the entire space of technology, and technological change is strongly dynamic so that one time-invariant best 
structure is not a practical or worthwhile goal.  This flexible definition of a technological domain allows for 
the scale and scope of a domain to be adapted to the goals of the specified research.  The range of the 
technological domain as defined in this paper is shown in schematically figure 1. 
 
Composition (Bottom-up) Definition of Technology – 
Locating a set of patents that represents a 
Technological Domain 
Difficulties in creating accurate and complete lists of inventions 	  
One of the main strategies used by many technological change researchers is to explain differences 
in technologies by analyzing the underlying inventions that make up each ‘technology’.  An example of 
attempting to categorize specific technical improvements in a technological field is Tushman and 
Anderson's 1986 paper on technological discontinuities.  They claim to demonstrate that 'technology 
evolves through periods of incremental change punctuated by technological breakthroughs.' In many cases 
of invention categorization, there is both a lesser and a greater classification relating to the ‘breakthroughs’ 
and the ‘incremental’ inventions – with most examples focusing heavily on the greater classification (i.e. 
only listing breakthrough inventions within a field). 
 
While the definitions of the greater or lower classification are often given, they are also almost 
always subjective and open to interpretation. This means that often times the decision of whether an 
invention is upper or lower class can be different based upon the researcher, which reduces the repeatability 
of the theories derived from these subjective determinations.  For example, in their review of breakthrough 
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inventions, Tushman and Anderson described the process of selecting their innovations as easy, but have 
very little detail regarding their selection process beyond that.   
 
‘Technological discontinuities were relatively easy to identify because a few innovations so 
markedly advanced the state of the art that they clearly stand out from less dramatic improvements’ 
(Tushman and Anderson, 1986) 
 
The result of their simple search is Table 1 below that lists the technological discontinuities for three 
technological fields. 





Analyzing table 1, one perceives a wide variety of artifacts and inventions that are classified as 
breakthrough, including the first production of commercial cement and the introduction of a longer (150 ft) 
kiln for producing cement.  It is possible that these “breakthroughs” received a significant amount of 
attention; however, it is certain that they were enabled by other inventions that are less well known.  This is 
a significant issue because for every Watt steam engine that gets the majority of the credit, there is a 
Wilkinson boring machine that enabled the engine to have precise and concentric cylinders; for every 
transistor there is a point rectifier for a radio that demonstrated the initial principle first.  The purpose of 
these examples is to show that while we may remember one specific invention (or even a specific artifact 
such as the DC-3) as being the most important, it is often one of many inventions (or a combination of 
many) that together were able to create a new and successful product or product class.  Thus, a quantitative 
and repeatable methodology of relating inventions to a specific technological domain is required for an 
adequate compositional approach- assessing publicity is not adequate.   
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Patents as a proxy for inventions 	  
Patent data has been widely used for categorizing inventions into specific technological areas in 
recent years.  Patents are an attractive choice for analyzing technological change because they are: 
generalizable, objective, quantitative and yet contain extensive qualitative information.  Patents include a 
strong majority of technical fields over a long period of time, and thus allow for easier generalization of the 
research.  Moreover, there are specific criteria for an invention to be patented and professional experienced 
evaluators creating an objective standard as to what counts as an invention.  Each patent is well tracked and 
includes a wealth of quantitative meta-data and qualitatively detailed text allowing for many types of 
analyses. 
 
In selecting a set of patents that represent a technological domain, it is important that the set be 
complete and contains a high percentage of patents that are relevant to the field of interest. Completeness is 
the number of relevant patents in that set divided by the total number of relevant patents in the entire 
United States patent database (a number that can never be known for sure).  Similarly, the relevance of a 
patent set resulting from a search is defined as the number of relevant patents in that set divided by the total 
number of patents in the same set. A large number of patent-searching techniques were explored and their 
completeness and relevance evaluated by Benson and Magee (2013).  Benson and Magee (2013) also 
developed a robust, repeatable method called the Hybrid-Keyword Classification (HKC) method for 
selecting a set of highly relevant and complete patent sets that represent a particular TD.   
 
Classification Overlap Method (COM) 
The HKC has been updated to a more general method, and renamed the Classification Overlap 
Method (COM) and was elaborated in Benson (2014).  The COM is repeatable and can be used by many 
different types of users, including those who are not well versed in the complexity of the patent system. 
Figure 2 shows an overview of the COM method with the components that are different from the HKC 
method highlighted.  The most direct uses of the COM are identical to that of the HKC method and are 
discussed in depth in Benson and Magee (2013).   This paper will emphasize more advanced emendations 
to the direct COM method and will refrain from repeating the cases that we previously described. 
 
 
Fig. 2  Process flow of the COM with the differences from the HKC method highlighted 
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The COM differs from the HKC method in a number of meaningful ways that are designed to make the 
COM more flexible and return more relevant and complete sets of patents. 
Multiple combinations of UPCs and IPCs 
The major difference between the HKC and the COM is the increased focus on the overlap of more than 2 
patent classes to select final patent sets.  Most of the HKC method relied upon the overlap between one IPC 
and one UPC, with an occasional inclusion of another IPC or another UPC.  The COM places more 
emphasis on evaluating the combinations of overlaps between 3 or more classification codes in an attempt 
to find the most complete and relevant patent sets as is shown in Figure 3 using 2 representative IPC classes 
and 2 representative UPC classes. In all cases, analysis of mean precision and recall (MPR), tests of 
relevancy and analysis of completeness guide selection of the Classes chosen for overlap in this method. 
 
 
Fig. 3  Different types of overlap types between multiple IPCs and UPCs using the COM with specific 
sectors labeled. 
 
The standard one UPC and one IPC overlap is represented by combining sectors A&B for IPC1/UPC1, 
combining B&C&D for IPC1/UPC2 and by combining D&E for IPC2 /UPC2.  When more than one of the 
IPC or UPCs has a fairly high MPR there can be a 2:1 overlap such as combining B&C&D&E for 
IPC1/IPC2/UPC2 or A&B&C&D for IPC1/UPC1/UPC2 although this latter grouping is unlikely to be the 
final patent set as the addition of UPC1 to the set only adds overlap A, which is relatively small and 
therefore may not significantly add completeness to the UPC2/IPC1 patent set.  In other cases, there are TDs 
that are best represented by 2 completely separate patent class overlaps, such as IPC1/UPC1 and IPC2/UPC2: 
these combinations are represented by A&B and D&E.  Finally, there are some situations where relevance 
testing indicates that an IPC or UPC class is NOT related to the particular TD, in which case it is possible 
to exclude patent sets in the same way that one would include them in an overlap.  For example, one could 
create a patent set such as IPC1/UPC2 NOT UPC1, which would result in just sectors C&D (rather than 
A&B&C&D).  This Boolean set selection adds further flexibility and specificity to the COM.  It is 
important to note that the overlap of only UPCs or IPCs (i.e. UPC1/UPC2 or IPC1/IPC2) has not shown to 
result in useful patent sets, as it is the information contained in the two separate classification systems that 
provides the essence of COM effectiveness (Benson and Magee, 2013).   	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Lower level Hierarchy Classifications 
The HKC was designed to work at the primary level of the UPC (the number before the ‘/’) and 
the 4 digit level of the IPC (ex: H01L). The COM allows for the selection of highly relevant patent sets by 
overlaps of IPC and UPC classes at lower level hierarchy classifications in each of the patent classification 
systems.  An example of this is 3D printing, where the primary UPC located is 264 (Plastic and nonmetallic 
article shaping or treating: processes), however the more appropriate patent class for SLA 3D Printing is 
264/401 (Stereolithographic Shaping From Liquid Precursor).  This same approach can be applied to the 
IPCs in SLA 3D printing with the primary IPC being B29C (Shaping Or Joining Of Plastics; Shaping Of 
Substances In A Plastic State, In General; After- Treatment Of The Shaped Products, E.G. Repairing) and 
the appropriate IPC being B29C35/08 (Heating, cooling or curing, e.g. crosslinking, vulcanising; Apparatus 
therefor... by wave energy or particle radiation).  These lower level hierarchy classifications are overlapped 
and tested for relevancy and completeness in the same way as described above for the higher level 
hierarchy classifications to find the appropriate patent sets. 
 
Pre-Searching Using Known Company Names or Inventors 
A major difference between the COM and the HKC is that the COM makes use of ‘seed sets’ of 
patents that can be found using more than just a keyword search.  Locating a seed set of patents using 
keywords works very well for most technological domains, however, in some cases searching for the 
patents that are assigned to companies or particular inventors that are known to operate in a particular TD 
can act as a useful supplement to the initial keyword search.  This technique was used in selecting the 
patents for the Genome Sequencing TD, as there were a few well-known organizations that worked on 
Genome Sequencing (eg. Affymetrix, Oxford Nanopore Sciences, Sequenom, Illumina, Knome, Broad 
Institute) and thus helped located the final patent classification codes.  
Results 
To demonstrate the applicability of the two-component definition of technology and in particular 
the effectiveness of the COM, 28 technological domains (TDs) are analyzed in this paper. 
Functional Definition of 28 Domains 
Magee et al (2014) defined the 28 domains within their functional performance categories as is 
shown in Table 2. The first row of the table is the operand on which the domain acts, and the first column 
of the table shows the operation that the technological domain performs.  
 
Table 2 The 28 domains studied in the paper classified by functional technological classifications with 
operands and operations, adapted from Magee et al (2014) 
 
 Information Energy Matter 







Transfer Coaxial telecom 
Optical telecom 
Wireless telecom 
Electrical power transmission Aircraft transport 
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The previous work done on this functional technology classification system shows that the 9 types 
of classifications represent a relatively complete overview of all possible technologies.  The 28 domains 
analyzed in this paper fall into 8 out the 9 (with matter storage being the exception) possible operand-
operation classifications and thus represent a very wide range of technological functions.   Magee et al 
(2014) describe in further detail the other components of the top-down functional definitions. 
 
Compositional Definition of 28 Domains 
Using the COM it was possible to locate a relatively complete and relevant set of patents for 28 
technological domains, which demonstrates the COM to be applicable across a wide variety of different 
technical areas and hierarchy levels.  Patent sets were found for one half of the 28 domains by the direct 
COM using the overlap of the UPC and IPC classes with the highest MPR.  Patent sets for another 8 
domains were located with the COM using the overlap between multiple UPC and IPC classification codes 
as illustrated in figure 3.  Finally, 6 of the domains used the COM with lower level patent class hierarchies 
or keyword modification. 
 
Using the Direct COM to define 14 Technological Domains 
Patent sets were found for one half of the 28 domains by the direct COM using the overlap of the 
UPC and IPC classes with the highest MPR. This result shows the ease of which highly relevant and 
complete data sets can be located using the COM.  All of the patent sets except electrical information 
transmission that were located using the direct COM had empirical relevancy assessments higher that 80%.  
Table 3 shows a summary of the patent sets selected for the 14 TD using the direct COM method. 
 
Table 3  Patent Sets for the 14 domains that were found using the Direct COM including the UPC and IPC 
classes used in the overlap 
TD Size Relevancy Patent Class Overlap 
Camera Sensitivity 1744 86% 257 AND H04N 
Capacitor Energy Storage 5944 84% 361 AND H01G 
Electric Motors 17869 86% 310 AND H02K 
Electrical Energy Transmission 10375 86% 363 AND H02M 
Electrical Information Transmission 44910 67% 439 AND H01R 
Electronic Computation 13204 97% 712 AND G06F 
Integrated Circuit Information Storage 49018 81% 365 AND G11C 
Integrated Circuit Processors 149491 81% 257 AND H01L 
LED Artificial Illumination 3792 85% 313 AND H01L 
Magnetic Information Storage 33576 93% 360 AND G11B 
Milling Machines 2315 93% 409 AND B23C 
Optical Information Storage 23543 82% 369 AND G11B 
Solar Photovoltaic Energy Generation 5203 85% 136 AND H01L 
Superconductivity 1776 85% 505 AND H01L 
 
Although each of these 14 TDs results from the overlap of one IPC and one UPC, the size of the 
resulting patent sets varies from 1744 patents (camera sensitivity) to 149491 patents (integrated circuit 
processors). Many different seed sets were evaluated for each of the TDs in order to find the most relevant 
and complete final set.  The highly- automated nature of the COM makes it possible to test a large number 
of seed sets to help ensure that minimal relevant patents are missed. For example, when searching for 
patents in the ‘Electric Motor’ TD, 20 different keywords were used to populate seed patent sets as shown 
in Table 4. 
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Table 4  Seed Patent Sets used to located final patent set for ‘Electric Motors’ Technological Domain along 
with the number of patents in the seed set and the corresponding UPC and IPC with the highest MPR. 
 
Search Term Size of Seed Patent Set IPC MPR for IPC UPC MPR for UPC 
electric motor 37459 H02K2 0.15 3103 0.12 
 Stator 20019 H02K2 0.37 3103 0.322 
 Rotor 44367 H02K2 0.26 3103 0.2 
 electric machine 14098 B23H4 0.2 3103 0.14 
 Generator 591838 G06F5 0.17 3656 0.1 
 electric generator 62238 H02P7 0.075 2908 0.16 
 winding currents 10188 H02P7 0.14 3189 0.13 
 brushless motor 2137 H02K2 0.244 3189 0.294 
 electromagnetic coil 7087 H01F10 0.07 33511 0.12 
 electric primary mover 25 H02P7 0.16 2908 0.123 
 Motor 152382 H02P7 0.296 3189 0.28 
 rotary motor 8163 H02K2 0.06 3103 0.06 
 electric windings 10795 H02K2 0.178 3103 0.153 
 mechanical commutator 319 H02K2 0.196 3103 0.189 
 electric commutator 1677 H02K2 0.25 3103 0.26 
 squirrel cage motor 238 H02K2 0.23 3103 0.236 
 wound rotor 1605 H02K2  0.3456 3103 0.34 
 permanent magnet motor 3688 H02K2 0.333 3103 0.312 
 brushless AC 115 H02P7 0.236 3189 0.222 
 induction motor 3126 H02P7 0.232 3189 0.272 
 
After the IPCs and UPCs from each seed set are located, several of the overlaps are tested based upon the 
MPR variables. In Table 4, classes H02K appears to have the dominant MPR independent of search seeds 
but UPC classes 290, 318 and 310 all appear potentially viable. Thus crosses of each of these UPC classes 




 	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
2 (Dynamo-Electric Machines) 
3 (Electrical generator or motor structure 
4 (Working of metal by the action of a high concentration of electric current on a workpiece using an 
electrode which takes the place of a tool; such working combined with other forms of working of metal)  
5 (Electric digital data processing) 
6 (Static information storage and retrieval) 
7  (Control or regulation of electric motors, generators, or dynamo-electric converters; controlling 
transformers, reactors or choke coils) 
8 (Prime-mover dynamo plants 
9 (Electricity: motive power systems 
10  (Magnets; inductances; transformers; selection of materials for their magnetic properties) 
11 (Electricity: magnetically operated switches, magnets, and electromagnets 
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Table 5  IPC and UPC overlaps along with patent set size and relevancy ratios. 
Patent Class Overlap Set Number of Patents Relevancy 
2908 AND H02K2 768 0.16 
3189 AND H02K2 2754 0.55 
3103 AND H02K2 18575 0.855 
 
Table 5 shows that the 310/H02K overlap is the most preferable patent set because it has the largest number 
of patents and a much higher empirical relevancy ratio.  This process was repeated for each of the 28 TDs 
with details shown in Benson (2014). 
 
Multiple UPC or IPC classes used in the COM Overlap for 8 technological 
domains 
As was illustrated in Figure 3, the COM can be adapted to use the overlap of more than two patent 
classifications as long as there is at least one UPC and one IPC (i.e. the overlap between 3 UPCs obviates 
the essential power of the COM)). For example, after analyzing 21 seed patent sets for the combustion 
engine TD, the two IPC/UPC overlaps in the first two lines of Table 6 (123/F02B and 123/F01L ) were 
both found to have very high relevancy and a relatively large number of patents. The third line of Table 6 
shows that when combined they make an even larger patent set still with a very high relevancy ratio.  
Additionally there is very little overlap between the two patent sets, as is shown by the small discrepancy 
between the combined set (n=19640) and the addition of each of the sizes of the individual sets 
(13431+6719 = 20150).  The large total patent set size and the high relevancy indicates that the combined 
patent set 123/F02B/F01L is the most representative patent set for the combustion engine TD. 
 
Table 6  Resulting patent set overlaps for the ‘Combustion Engine’ technological domain demonstrating 
the use of 3 patent classification codes in the overlap. 
Patent Class Overlap Set Number of Patents Relevancy 
12312 AND F02B13 13431 0.95 
123 AND F01L14 6719 0.98 
123 AND (F01L OR F02B) 19640 0.96 
 
 
Out of the 28 TDs, 8 of the patent sets were located by using the overlaps of 3 or more 
classifications. The patent sets found using 3 or more classification and the COM are given in Table 7. 
Note that the first five of these are relatively simple combinations of three classes but the last three are 
more complex with illustration in figure 3 and details in Benson (2104). 
 
Table 7  Summary of Patent Sets for the 8 Patent Sets that were found using the COM with overlap of 3+ 
Patent Classifications including the classifications used in the overlap 
TD Size Relevancy Patent Class Overlap 
Combustion Engines 19094 96% 123 AND (F01L OR F02B) 
Computed Tomography (CT) 6817 88% 378 AND (A61B OR G01N) 
Photolithography 14975 87% (430 OR 355) AND G03F 
Wind Turbine Energy Generation 2498 94% (416 OR 290) AND F03D 
Wireless Information Transmission 39675 94% 455 AND (H01L OR H04B) 
Incandescent Artificial Illumination 642 89% (313 AND H01K) AND NOT (H01J1 OR F21V) 
Magnet Resonance Imaging (MRI) 1778 86% (324 AND A61B) OR (600 AND G01R) 
Optical Information Transmission 36494 82% (398 AND H04B) OR (385 AND G02B) 	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  12	  (Internal Combustion Engines)	  
13 (Internal-combustion piston engines; combustion engines in general) 
14 (Cyclically operating valves for machines or engines) 
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Further COM Modifications 
While many of the TDs were relatively easy to find using the COM, there were a few that required 
deeper searching and more sophisticated applications of the COM.  
 
An example of this is the search for the ‘Genome Sequencing’ TD.  The result of the seed set 
analysis showed that clearly the US patent class 43515 was the most related UPC, and that the IPC could be 
a number of options including C12N16, G01N17.  All of the IPCs were tested for relevancy and none of the 
direct COM overlaps resulted in a highly relevant set. The next step was to look closer into the lower level 
hierarchy patent classification codes by searching for patents from companies that were known to be 
working in this space: 
 
(AN:(Affymetrix) OR AN:(Oxford Nanopore Sciences) OR AN:(Sequenom) OR AN:(454 Life Sciences) 
OR AN:(Illumina) OR AN:(Knome) OR AN:(Complete Genomics) OR AN:(Broad Institute)) AND 
(abst:(sequencing) OR ttl:(sequencing)) 
 
This search results revealed lower level UPCs such as 435/6.11 (Nucleic acid based assay involving a 
hybridization step with a nucleic acid probe, involving a single nucleotide polymorphism (SNP), involving 
pharmacogenetics, involving genotyping, involving haplotyping, or involving detection of DNA methylation 
gene expression) or 435/6.12 (With significant amplification step (e.g., polymerase chain reaction (PCR), 
etc.)).  These more specific UPCs were combined with the international patent class C12Q for the final data 
set. 
 
((CCL:(435/6.11) OR CCL:(435/6.12)) AND ICL:(C12Q)) AND (APD:[1976-1-1 TO 2013-7-1]) AND 
DOCUMENT_TYPE:United States Issued Patent 
 
Which resulted in a patent set with 4861 patents with a 0.74 relevancy ratio. The summary of the 6 TDs in 
which the COM modifications were used is shown in table 8.   
 
Table 8  Patent Sets for the 6 Patent Sets that were found using the COM with Modifications.  The classes 
are also given now, but usually deeper in the patent classification hierarchy. 
TD Size Relevancy Patent Class Overlap 
3D-Printing (industrial 
stereolithography) 251 93% 264/401 AND B29C35/08 
Aircraft Transport 8629 79% 244 AND (B64D OR B64C) AND NOT ('canopy' OR 'parachute' or 'helicopter') 
Electrochemical Battery Energy 
Storage 16122 83% (429 AND H01M) AND NOT 'fuel cell' 
Flywheel Energy Storage 154 70% 74/572 AND (F16F15 OR H02K7) 
Fuel Cell Energy Production 7368 97% (429 AND H01M) AND 'fuel cell' 
Genome Sequencing 3990 74% (435/6.11 OR 435/6.12) AND C12Q 
 
 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
15 (Chemistry: molecular biology and microbiology) 
16 (Micro-organisms or enzymes; compositions thereof) 
17 (Investigating or analyzing materials by determining their chemical or physical properties) 
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Implications for understanding structure of technology 
 
Overlap of the patent sets 
 The COM is a technology-patent search engine; therefore, the patent sets that are located 
for each technology are not required to be exclusive of other technological domains (i.e. solar PV patents 
can also be integrated circuit patents). One of the results of locating these patent sets is the ability to 
analyze the overlap between the patents.  Because each patent can be multiply listed in a number of 
different UPCs and IPCs, some patents will be present in multiple patent sets in the patents selected to 
represent the 28 TDs examined for this research. The question we examine is how large the overlaps are. 
 
In order to quantify the overlap between the patents, each patent set was compared with each of 
the other 27 domains in order to find the overlap ratio between the two patent sets.  This ratio is shown in 
equation 1, with  Pi and Pj representing all the patents in domains i and j.  
count(Pi !Pj )
min(Pi ,Pj )
  (Equation 1) 
Note that Equation 1 gives an overlap ratio of zero when there are no patents that are present in 
both sets and an overlap ratio of 1 when all of the patents in the smaller set are contained in the larger set. 
The ratio is also defined so that the overlap is identical for any two domains; thus, there are 378 possible 
overlap ratios [(282 – 28)/2] in our 28 domains. Since patents in our sets on average are classified into 4.61 
UPC’s and 2.4 IPC’s each, it is possible that we similarly have large overlaps and this is what is tested here. 
The first result is that 225 of these 378 possible overlaps have zero patents in both sets. Moreover, 
another 135 have very small overlap ratios (<.001) - see figure 4. Thus, there is either zero or quite low 
overlap among the great majority of our cases and some of the apparent overlap may be due to our non-
perfect relevancy of classification. For example, there are three patents that are present in both the 
Electrochemical Battery Energy Storage TD and the Aircraft Transport TD, and there are 16122 patents in 
the Batteries TD and 8629 patents in the Aircraft TD, therefore the overlap of Aircraft with Batteries is 





= 3min(16122,8629) = 0.0003 (Equation 2) 
 
 The three patents are shown in Table S1 of the SI and clearly show that the three patents in question 
 are related to fuel cells but not batteries so this is another case of zero overlap of relevant patents.  
 
Fig. 4  Number of potential domains domain overlaps (out of a possible 378) that share the indicated 
fraction of patents between two domains  
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Thus, it is clear that the vast majority of possible patent overlaps between different domains is zero or near 
zero; however there are 7 overlaps between domains that share more than 10% ( > .1 in Figure 4) of their 
patents between the 2 domains. Table S2 in the SI shows all seven of these cases and their overlap ratio. In 
all of these cases, the two domains share a common patent classification code whether it be IPC or UPC.  
For example, Solar PV (136 and H01L) and Integrated Circuits (257 and H01L) both share the large 
international patent classification H01L (Semiconductor Devices; Electric Solid State Devices not 
Otherwise Provided for) therefore the 2221 patents that are in both technological domains need only to be 
listed in three patent classes: 257,136 and H01L (remembering that the average patent is list in about 7 
classes).  
 
 Moreover, the overlaps in listing do in these cases (except perhaps for batteries and fuel cells) represent 
close technology relatedness. Our highest number of overlapped patents (3189) is between the magnetic 
and the optical information storage domains (see all overlap numbers in SI Table S4). These domains (see 
Table 3) share IPC G11B with magnetic storage patents found from the cross with UPC 360 and optical 
storage crossed with UPC 369. Table S3 in the SI shows the title and abstracts for a few of these doubly 
listed patents. These 5 patents (and others we have examined) show that optical and magnetic storage are 
not quite mutually exclusive domains and that some of the inventions are clearly opto-magneto storage 
inventions. In this case, even our “clean top 100” patents18 share 10 patents (see Table 5 in the SI). Table 
S5 in the SI shows that only 20 of the clean top 100 are listed in two such lists with ½ of them in the clearly 
converging optical and magnetic memory information storage.  
 
Thus, the patent overlaps among our domains show some reality for convergence between technologies. 
However, the extensive mutual exclusivity of the patents in these 28 domains indicates that the COM patent 
searching method can be effectively used as the compositional definition of technology.  
Coverage of the US Patent Database by our patents and their citations 
In this paper, 28 domains were identified using the COM, there are certainly many more domains that could 
be classified using this methodology.  The total number of patents (counting the duplicates only once) in all 
of the TDs studied in this paper is 496,733 and the number of cited patents analyzed was 2,619,355, which 
can be compared to the 4,666,574 patents that were issued between 1976 and 2013 (uspto.gov, 2014). This 
means that just over 10% of the total patents have been categorized into TDs, and that the cited patents 
represent nearly 56% of the total patents issued. Realistically, the number of technological domains that 
would comprise nearly all of the patents could be in the range of 300-1000 TDs based upon the number of 
patents and domains that were analyzed in this study. Of course, the number of domains would depend 
upon the scope of choice for the chosen technological definition (function and knowledge base). The fact 
that the citations by the patents in our domains comes from a much larger percentage of the total patents 
(56%) than these domains (~10%) is not surprising since we find that the typical set of citations of patents 
within its own domain is ~2 to 20% with the average internal citations within a domain being ~10%. Thus, 
typically patents use knowledge from a much wider part of the technological landscape than their own 
closely related domain19. The very wide knowledge base tapped by these largely mutually exclusive sets of 
patents is the second aspect of technological structure implied by the results reported here.  
 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
18 When doing the readings for the relevancy ratings, we read up to 150 of the most cited patents and 
eliminated those we found (consensus of two readers) were not relevant until we had the relevant, most 
cited 100 patents in the domain. 
19 As an example, none of the patents in the camera sensitivity domain are doubly listed in the wireless 
telecommunication domain but nonetheless, there are 79 citations from patents listed in camera sensitivity 
to patents in the wireless domain. 
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Conclusions 
The use of a top-down two-component definition for technologies enables a very effective bottom-up 
compositional definition of a set of 28 technological domains. The two components of the top-down 
definition are generic functions and particular recognizable bodies of knowledge. 
 
The method used for executing the patent search in the compositional definition is an extended version of a 
method previously described (Benson and Magee, 2013). The extension involves more emphasis upon 
multiple (more than the basic 2) IPC and UPC class listings to be utilized in the gathering of the final patent 
set. Since classification overlap is the essential element, the extended method is named the Classification 
Overlap Method (COM). Over a wide range of technological domains, the COM is shown in this paper to 
yield highly relevant sets of patents where relevance is empirically assessed by reading of patents. The 
COM is also shown here to give a fairly complete set of patents as assessed by use of multiple seed patent 
sets and analysis of all of the resulting possible overlaps. 
 
Although the relevance and completeness of the 28 patent sets is a key aspect of evaluating the 
effectiveness of COM in patent search, technological structural implications arise from further analysis of 
the patents in the 28 domains. In particular, we find remarkably low overlap among patents in the various 
domains. We find that more than 80% of the pairs of potential overlaps in fact have zero (or very near zero) 
overlap. In the seven domain pairs (out of 378 total possible pairs) where more than .01 of the patents are 
listed in both domains, there is clear evidence of “technology convergence”. In these cases, we note the 
importance of the very large Integrated Circuits domain and find further support for the idea that this 
technological domain is a “general purpose technology”. 
 
While the first structural implication is mutual exclusivity of the patent sets derived from use of the two 
component top-down definition, the citation distribution is much more widespread with only 10% of 
citations by patents in a domain being to other patents in that domain. Assuming that citations represent use 
of knowledge in the domain, the structure of technology appears to be well-defined domains that 
nonetheless widely use knowledge from throughout the technological landscape. 
 
Limitations of the current study and further useful work includes continued improvement of the COM and 
continued use of the method to further explore overall technological structure. Although our method for 
assessing relevancy (dual readers of all patents with resolution by 3 participants when rare discrepancies 
appear) is effective, it is time-consuming and the most “non-automated” and potentially subjective part of 
the COM. Thus, research to assess relevancy by natural language processing (NLP) as demonstrated by 
Park et al (2013) is a very worthwhile avenue to pursue. Such work might not only be able to make further 
improvements in the COM but also might lead to further technological structural findings.  
 
Our first structural implication is extensive mutual exclusivity of the patent compositional execution for the 
28 domains studied here. We also find a few cases where technology convergence in the sense discussed in 
Luan et al (2013) is clearly occurring between separately defined domains. The major limitation of the 
current conclusions is that while extensive, 28 domains are only about 10% of the total patent set and thus 
the existence of mutual exclusivity mixed with some convergence cannot be described quantitatively with 
reliability. The solution to this limitation is much more (~x10) extensive domain definition using the 2 part 
top-down approach described here followed by use of the COM to arrive at the compositional definition in 
terms of patent sets. Analysis of the overlap structure of this wider array of patent sets would do much to 
clarify current technological structure and could be done as a function of time to explore changes in 
convergence between domains and divergence or the appearance of new domains over time. Our second 
structural implication (very broad tapping of knowledge even in mutually-exclusive domains) appears more 
reliable. Nonetheless, examination of the citation network among a more complete set of domains as 
defined here would yield much additional knowledge about technological structure.  
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Supporting Information for 
Technology Structural Implications from the 
Extension of a Patent Search Method 
Christopher L. Benson • Christopher L. Magee 	  
All of the information supports the discussion about technology structure findings from our bottom up 
compositional work. Thus the SI might be labeled something like 
Further Results about Structure of Technology  
This supporting information contains further results about the interaction of the technological domains 
studied based upon our bottom up compositional work gathering patents for the 28 domains by the COM as 
described in the paper. 
Table S1: 
The only three patents that are listed in both the aircraft and batteries domains are shown below. All of 
them are relevant to fuel cells and to aircraft but not to batteries. Thus, there is real overlap between fuel 
cells and aircraft but not between aircraft and batteries in our patent sets. 
Table S2:  
This table shows the only 7 overlaps where the overlap ratio was > 0.1. It also shows the UPC and IPC 
classes used to find the patents and the number of patents in each of the domains involved. Note the 
importance of the large IC domain. 
Table S3:  
Five patents from the large set (3189 patents) listed in both magnetic and optical information storage. These 
patents and others we read show that magnetic and optical information storage have undergone some 
convergence in the past decades. 
Table S4:  
This Excel table shows the 28 x 28 array of all of our complete domains with the number of doubly listed 
patents shown at each intersection. This table shows the total number of patents listed at least twice in each 
domain and also the total numbers so listed for each domain. The yellow highlighting notes double listed 
ratios greater than 0.01.  
Table S5: 
This Excel table shows the 28 x 28 array of all of our “Clean top 100” patent sets 	  
Tables S4 and S5 can be downloaded from: http://bit.ly/BensonMageeScientometricsSItest123	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US6296957 Energy supply unit 
on board an aircraft 
 
Oct 2, 2000  An energy supply unit on board on aircraft 
comprises a fuel cell (1) as an energy converter for 
generating electrical energy to power various 
aircraft electrical systems. 
 
US6131851 Apparatus having an 
energy generating 
skin as an outer 
covering 
 
Oct 17, 2000  The invention relates to an outer covering of an 
apparatus made of an energy generating skin. The 
energy generating skin encloses a fuel that is 
capable of reacting with oxygen in an 
electrochemical reaction to form electricity and 
gaseous products. In preferred embodiments, the 
energy generating skin is a hydrogen oxygen fuel 
cell which serves as the outer covering of an 
aircraft such as a lighter than air ship or an 
airplane. 
 
US7759011 Safety system for 
reducing the 
explosion risk of a 
fuel tank 
 
Jul 20, 2010 A safety system for reducing the explosion risk of a 
fuel tank comprises a protective gas generating 
device and a delivery device for delivering the 
protective gas generated by the protective gas 
generating device into the fuel tank. The protective 
gas generating device (24) comprises a fuel cell 
system (26) having a fuel cell (28) and is 
configured so as to provide the delivery device (14) 
with a protective gas generated by the fuel cell (28) 
during operation of the fuel cell system (26). 
 	  	  
 
 
Table S2  Overlaps between patent sets that have greater than 10% overlap between the two listed domains 
 
Larger Set – # of Patents 
(IPC/UPC) 
Smaller Set  
(IPC/UPC) 
Overlap (%) 
Integrated Circuit Processors – 149491 
(257 AND H01L) 
Camera Sensitivity –               1744 
(257 AND H04N) 
 846 (48.5%) 
Integrated Circuit Processors – 149491 
(257 AND H01L) 
LED –                                      3792 
(313 AND H01L) 
1784 (47%) 
Integrated Circuit Processors – 149491 
(257 AND H01L) 
Solar PV –                               5203 
(136 AND H01L) 
2222 (42%) 
Integrated Circuit Processors – 149491 
(257 AND H01L) 
Superconductivity –                1776 
(505 AND H01L) 
 658 (37%) 
Electric Motors –                        17869 
(310 AND H02K) 
Flywheel –                                154 
74/572 AND (F16F15 OR H02K7) 
   40 (25.9%) 
Batteries –                                   16122 
(429 AND H01M) AND NOT 'fuel cell' 
Fuel Cells –                            7368 
(429 AND H01M) AND 'fuel cell' 
1097 (14.9%) 
Magnetic Information Storage – 33576 
(360 AND G11B) 
Optical Information Storage- 23543 
(369 AND G11B) 
3189 (13.5%) 	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Magneto optical disc, 
apparatus for 
reproducing the same 
and method of 
reproducing the same 
 
Oct 28, 1997 A magneto optical disc, is provided with: a record 
layer to which information is recorded in a 
perpendicular magnetization condition; a switch 
layer, which perpendicular magnetic anisotropy is 
reduced at a room temperature and is increased at a 
temperature close to a predetermined reproduction 
temperature; and a reproduction layer opposed to 
the record layer through the switch layer to have a 
switched connection with the record layer by the 
switch layer. 
US5212680 Mass storage device 
employing array of 
transducers "cocked" 






A mass storage device includes a media sheet 
supported on a substrate for storing digital data bit 
manifestations and a planar, integrated array of 
transducers arranged in rows and columns. The 
array is mounted in registration with the substrate, 
and its columns of transducers are oriented at an 
acute angle with respect to a movement axis. A 
piezoelectric device provides relative movement 
between the substrate and the array of transducers 
along the movement axis. Circuitry accesses rows 
of transducers in each column in a timed manner, so 
as to operate each transducer in a column at the time 
the transducer is adjacent a row of stored digital 
data in the media sheet. The acute angular 
relationship between the transducer array and the 
movement axis enables digital data to be stored in 
the media sheet in a fraction of the surface area 
occupied by an individual transducer and its 
associated circuitry. 
 
US7221536 Combined media 
library cell array and 
storage device 
utilizing a media 
holder adapted to 
receive a cover for 




A combined media holder and storage device 
including an outer frame section and an inner media 
support section. The outer frame section is adapted 
to be removably mounted to a media library. The 
media library includes a drive to read and write 
information on media, a mover to move the media 
to and from the drive, and a plurality of magazine 
receiving areas. The outer frame section is adapted 
to be removably inserted into one of the magazine 
receiving areas. The inner media support section 
includes a plurality of media receiving areas 
adapted to receive and separately individually 
support a plurality of pieces of recording media. 
The combined media holder and storage device has 
a substantially open front end and is closed except 
at the substantially open front end. The outer frame 
section is adapted to receive a cover for closing the 
substantially open front end. 
 
US5297131 Eccentricity detection 
and compensation of 
Mar 22, 
1994 
An area for recording a preformated encoding 
pattern is provided on a rewritable disk in order to 
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a disk by a 
preformatted 
encoding pattern 
obtain information of an eccentricity produced 
when the disk is chucked. The information of the 
eccentricity produced at the time of disk chucking is 
detected, while the disk is being driven, from a 
reference pulse obtained by reproduction of the 
encoding pattern and, on the basis of the 
eccentricity information, the frequency of the clock 
for writing data or reading data is modulated 
according to eccentric positions. 






Mar 7, 2006 A position information signal pattern is recorded 
into a recording medium. The position information 
signal pattern is configured by arranging graphics 
having a circular shape, a rectangular shape or the 
like surrounded by a certain closed curve as pattern 
elements on a plane, and arranging the pattern 
elements in circumferential and radial directions of 
a disc so that a phase and a head position establish a 
proportional relationship in two or more frequency 
components of a reproduced signal. Position signals 
of the two frequency components included in the 
reproduced signal from the position information 
signal pattern are obtained, and the two position 
signals are added up with a certain ratio so that a 
position signal without error is obtained. 
 
Tables S4 and S5 can be downloaded from: http://bit.ly/BensonMageeScientometricsSItest123	  	  
